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EXCEPTIONAL COLLECTIONS FOR MIRRORS OF INVERTIBLE
POLYNOMIALS
DAVID FAVERO, DANIEL KAPLAN, AND TYLER L. KELLY
Abstract. We prove the existence of a full exceptional collection for the derived category
of equivariant matrix factorizations of an invertible polynomial with its maximal symmetry
group. This proves a conjecture of Hirano–Ouchi. In the Gorenstein case, we also prove
a stronger version of this conjecture due to Takahashi. Namely, that the full exceptional
collection is strong.
1. Introduction
Let C be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We say that a polynomial
w ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] is invertible if it is of the form
w =
n∑
i=1
n∏
j=1
x
aij
j
where A = (aij)
n
i,j=1 is a non-negative integer-valued matrix satisfying:
(A) A is invertible over Q;
(B) w is quasihomogeneous, i.e., there exists positive integers qj such that d :=
∑n
j=1 qjaij
is constant for all i; and
(C) w is quasi-smooth, i.e., w : An → A1 has exactly one critical point (at the origin).
Let Gm be the multiplicative torus. We may consider the following group of symmetries:
Γw := {(t1, . . . , tn+1) ∈ Gn+1m | w(t1x1, . . . , tnxn) = tn+1w(x1, . . . , xn)}. (1.1)
The group Γw acts on A
n by projecting onto the first n coordinates and then acting diagonally.
The Landau-Ginzburg model (An,Γw, w) is a proposed mirror of the transposed invertible
polynomial
wT =
n∑
i=1
n∏
j=1
x
aji
j .
Kontsevich’s Homological Mirror Symmetry Conjecture predicts that the Fukaya-Seidel
category of wT [Sei08] is equivalent to the (gauged) matrix factorization category D[An,Γw, w]
[Pos11, BFK14a]. Seidel established that if w represents an ADE singularity, then the
Fukaya-Seidel category has a tilting object [Sei01, Proposition 3.4]. Hence, homological mir-
ror symmetry can be proven in this case by finding a matching tilting object for D[An,Γw, w].
When w is a Fermat polynomial, meaning w =
∑n
i=1 x
ri
i , this equivalence was established by
Futaki and Ueda [FU09, FU11]. When n = 2, the equivalence was proven by Habermann
and Smith [HS19]. These proofs make the existence of a tilting object on D[An,Γw, w] for
arbitrary n and w desirable.
In fact, the existence of such a tilting object was first conjectured informally by Takahashi
[Tak09] during his presentation at the University of Miami in 2009. Therein, he demonstrated
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that the results of [KST07, KST09] imply news cases of homological mirror symmetry when
n = 3. In the literature, this existence has been conjectured by Ebeling and Takahashi
in three-variables [ET11], and by Lekili and Ueda in general [LU18, Conjecture 6.1]. The
conjecture was weakened more recently by Hirano and Ouchi who ask only for the existence
of a full exceptional collection (which is not necessarily strong) [HO18, Conjecture 1.4].
Due to the Kreuzer-Skarke classification of invertible polynomials [KS92], we know that
any invertible polynomial, up to permutation of variables, can be written as a Thom-
Sebastiani sum of three types of polynomials:
(A) Fermat type: w = xr,
(B) Chain type: w = xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n , and
(C) Loop type: w = xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1.
By Corollary 2.40 of [BFK14b], the conjectures above on the existence of a full exceptional
collection or a tilting object reduce to studying indecomposable invertible polynomials that
are of any one given type.
There is a long history of partial results for various cases using the Kreuzer-Skarke clas-
sification. The case of invertible polynomials consisting only of Fermat monomials was
established by Takahashi in [Tak05] and the case of certain invertible polynomials in three
variables was proven by Kajiura, Saito and Takahashi [KST07, KST09]. In the chain case,
Hirano and Ouchi proved the existence of a full exceptional collection [HO18, Corollary 1.6]
and Aramaki and Takahashi were able to then prove the existence of a Lefschetz decompo-
sition [AT19].
In the present paper, we use variation of GIT techniques for derived categories [HL15,
BFK19] in order to construct a full exceptional collection in all three cases uniformly.
Theorem 1.1. Conjecture 1.4 of [HO18] is true: for any invertible polynomial w, the sin-
gularity category D[An,Γw, w] has a full exceptional collection whose length is equal to the
Milnor number of wT . Furthermore, if the dual polynomial wT has weights ri and degree d
T
such that ri divides d
T for all i, then Conjecture 6.1 of [LU18] holds: the singularity category
D[An,Γw, w] has a tilting object.
Remark 1.2. The divisibility condition in the theorem is equivalent to requiring that the
coarse moduli space of [An/ΓwT ] is Gorenstein.
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 can be interpreted as evidence for a Landau-Ginzburg version
of Dubrovin’s conjecture [Dub98] as the Frobenius manifold associated to the LG model
(An,Γw, w) is (generically) semi-simple.
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2. Background
2.1. Elementary Geometric Invariant Theory. Fix an algebraic group Γ and a group
homomorphism Γ→ Gnm ⊆ GLn which gives rise to a diagonal action of Γ on An. A choice
of one-parameter subgroup λ : Gm → Γ can be described by a sequence of weights c1, ..., cn.
We can then define ideals
I+ := 〈xi | ci > 0〉
I− := 〈xi | ci < 0〉.
This gives rise to two global quotient stacks which we call the positive and negative (Γ, λ)-
geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotients respectively
X± := [A
n\Z(I±)/Γ].
Remark 2.1. Notice that in the definition above, the semi-stable loci are obtained strictly
from the Gm-action induced by λ. However, the quotients are by Γ as opposed to this Gm.
2.2. The maximal symmetry group of a polynomial. Let
W =
k∑
i=1
n∏
j=1
x
aij
j
be a polynomial in n variables with k monomials. Viewing the AW = (aij) as an integer
valued matrix we obtain a right exact sequence
Zn
AW→ Zk → coker(AW )→ 0 (2.1)
Augmenting this matrix by a row of −1s along the bottom, we get another right exact
sequence
Zn
A′W→ Zk+1 → coker(A′W )→ 0.
Now apply Hom(−,Gm) to the above to obtain a left exact sequence
1→ Ker Â′W → Gk+1m
Â′W→ Gnm.
Note that
Â′W (t1, . . . , tk+1)i = (t
−1
k+1
k∏
j=1
t
aij
j ).
It follows directly from the definition that
Ker Â′W = ΓW
where ΓW is defined as in Equation (1.1). Furthermore, when AW has full rank all the
sequences above are exact.
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By composing the inclusion ΓW → Gk+1m with the projection to the ith factor, we obtain
characters χi : ΓW → Gm for each i. Take Wi to be the restriction of W to the locus where
xi = 1. Then, it is also easy to check that the following sequence is left exact
1→ ΓWi
f→ ΓW χi→ Gm (2.2)
where f(t1, . . . , tk) = (t1, . . . , ti−1, 1, ti+1, . . . , tk+1).
Remark 2.2. If there exists weights s1, ..sk making W homogeneous and si 6= 0 then the
above sequence is also right exact. The examples we have in mind are (3.1) and (3.7).
In these cases, Wn,Wn+1 are quasihomogeneous with positive weights. Hence, the above
sequence is exact for all i.
Lemma 2.3. Assume there exists weights sj making W homogeneous with si 6= 0. Then,
the inclusion induces an isomorphism of stacks
[An \Z(xi)/ΓW ] ∼= [An−1 /ΓWi]
so that W corresponds to Wi.
Proof. This follows immediately from (2.2), Remark 2.2, and Lemma 4.22 of [FK18]. 
2.3. Factorization categories and variations of GIT. Let G be an affine algebraic group
acting on a smooth variety X over C. Take W to be a G-invariant section of an invertible
G-equivariant sheaf L, i.e., W ∈ Γ(X,L)G. We call the data (X,G,W ) a (gauged) Landau-
Ginzburg model and associate the absolute derived category D[X,G,W ] to this. We refer the
reader to [Pos11, BFK14a, BFK14b, EP15, FK18] for background.
We recall the following result of Orlov [Orl04, Proposition 1.14] in the G-equivariant
factorization setting.
Proposition 2.4. Assume that [X/G] has enough locally free sheaves. Let i : U →֒ X be a
G-equivariant open immersion so that the singular locus of W is contained in U . Then the
restriction
i∗ : D[X,G,W ]→ D[U,G,W ]
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Consider a matrix factorization E with locally-free components E0, E1 and maps α :
E0 → E1, β : E1 → E0 ⊗ L such that α ◦ β = β ◦ α = W . Then by the Leibniz rule (i.e. the
universal property of Ka¨hler differentials),
dW = dα ◦ β + α ◦ dβ
i.e. the maps dα, dβ define a homotopy between theG-equivariant morphism of factorizations
dW : E → E ⊗ ΩX and 0. That is, E is annihilated by dW . In summary, since [X/G] has
enough locally free sheaves, any factorization is supported on the critical locus of W .
Now for any E , consider the unit of the adjunction
E → i∗i∗E .
The cone of this morphism is, on the one hand, supported on the complement of U . On the
other hand, it is supported on the critical locus. As these do not intersect, the cone has no
support. It follows that the cone is acyclic, or equivalently, the unit of the adjunction is a
natural isomorphism. Conversely, for an open immersion, the counit i∗ ◦ i∗ → Id is always a
natural isomorphism. 
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For convenience, we now rewrite Proposition 2.4 in our simple algebraic setting. Namely,
if U = An \Z(J ) ⊂ X = An \Z(I), then the containment of the singular locus W |X in U is
equivalent to the containment of ideals I ⊆ √∂W,J .
Corollary 2.5. Let I and J be two nonzero ideals in C[x1, . . . , xn] so that J ⊂ I. Take
X = An \Z(I) and U = An \Z(J ). Suppose G is a linearly reductive group, the immersion
i : U →֒ X is G-equivariant, and W is a G-invariant function on X. If I ⊆ √∂W,J , then
i∗ : D[X,G,W ]→ D[U,G,W ]
is an equivalence of categories.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be an abelian linearly reductive algebraic group lying in an exact sequence
1→ H → G χ−→ Gm → 1.
Let S ⊆ Hom(G,Gm) be a set of representatives of the cosets of Hom(H,Gm). Then the
matrix factorizations
{0→←C(s) | s ∈ S}
form a full orthogonal (possibly infinite) exceptional collection for D[Spec(C), G, 0] where 0
is a section of O(χ).
Proof. We compute
Hom(0→←C(s1), 0→←C(s2)[i])
for all i. As these matrix factorizations have projective components, we only need to compute
homotopy classes of maps between them. If i is odd, there are no maps. If i = 2j,
Hom(0→←C(s1), 0→←C(s2)[2j]) = Hom(C(s1),C(s2 + χ
j))
=
{
0 if s1 6= s2 + χj
C if s1 = s2 and j = 0
by Schur’s Lemma.
To see that this set of objects generates D[Spec(C), G, 0], notice that [2] = − ⊗ O(χ).
Hence, they generate all objects of the form 0→←C(τ) with τ ∈ Hom(G,Gm). Since G is
abelian, this is all irreducible representations of G. It is easy to see that this new set
generates. Indeed by Schur’s Lemma again, all objects are sums of shifts of these objects. 
2.4. Milnor Numbers.
Definition 2.7. Suppose w ∈ C[x1, ..., xn] has an isolated singularity. We define theMilnor
number of w by the formula
µ(w) := dim C[x1, ..., xn]/〈∂x1w, ..., ∂xnw〉.
The following lemmas provide a formula for the Milnor number of any invertible polyno-
mial.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose w ∈ C[x1, ..., xn] and v ∈ C[y1, ..., yn] have isolated singularities. Then
µ(w + v) = µ(w)µ(v).
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Proof. We have
µ(w + v) = dim C[x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., ym]/〈∂x1w, ..., ∂xnw, ∂y1v, ..., ∂ymv〉
= dim C[x1, ..., xn]/〈∂x1w, ..., ∂xnw〉 ⊗ C[y1, ..., yn]/〈∂y1v, ..., ∂ymv〉
= dim C[x1, ..., xn]/〈∂x1w, ..., ∂xnw〉 dim C[y1, ..., yn]/〈∂y1v, ..., ∂ymv〉
= µ(w)µ(v).

Lemma 2.9. Let w = xt11 x2 + ...+ x
tn
n x1 be a loop polynomial. Then
µ(wT ) =
n∏
i=1
ti.
Proof. This follows immediately from [HLSW15, Theorem 2.10] where they give an explicit
basis for C[x1, ..., xn]/〈∂x1w, ..., ∂xnw〉. 
Lemma 2.10. Let w = xt11 x2 + ...+ x
tn
n be a chain polynomial. Then,
µ(wT ) =
{∏
ti −
∑n/2
k=1(t2k−1 − 1)
∏2k−2
i=1 ti if n is even
−1 +∏ ti −∑(n−1)/2k=1 (t2k − 1)∏2k−1i=1 ti if n is odd
Proof. This again follows immediately from [HLSW15, Theorem 2.10]. 
Remark 2.11. As the Milnor number µ(wT ) is the dimension of the state space of the
mirror Landau-Ginzburg model (An, wT ), we expect that, in connection with Conjecture 1.4
of [HO18], the full exceptional collection of the category D[An,Γw, w] will have length µ(w
T ).
We show this in the next section.
3. Existence of Exceptional Collections
3.1. Warm-up: Exceptional Collections for Fermat Polynomials. For the sake of
completeness, we will show that that D[A1,Γw, w] has an exceptional collection for w = x
r
1.
This result is well-known, quite simple by hand, studied throughly by Takahashi [Tak05,
Theorem 3.1], and is a consequence of [Orl09, Corollary 2.9]. The difference in our approach
is that we will use VGIT to obtain the result. We do this to illustrate that our entire article
is a consequence of VGIT for categories of factorizations [BFK19] and the Thom-Sebastiani
formula for gauged LG models [BFK14a, BFK14b].
Consider the polynomial W = x2x
r
1 and define w+ := W2 = x
r
1 and w− := W1 = x2. Let
c2 = r and c1 = −1. The ci determine a diagonal one-parameter subgroup of ΓW by the map
λ : Gm → ΓW under the map γ(t) = (tc2 , tc1, 1). The semistable loci for this one parameter
subgroup are
U+ := A
2 \Z(x2); U− := A2 \Z(x1).
By Lemma 2.3, we see that [U±/ΓW ] = [A
1/Γw±]. Notice that
D[Spec(C),ΓW/λ(Gm), 0] ∼= Db(coh[Spec(C)]) by [BFK19, Corollary 2.3.12]
∼= 〈E〉 where E is the exceptional object C
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D[A1,Γxr
1
, xr1]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Er−1,D[A1,Γx2, x2]〉 by [BFK19, Theorem 3.5.2 (a)]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Er−1〉 since x2 has no critical locus
3.2. Exceptional Collections for Loop Polynomials. For any natural numbers ai, b ≥ 2,
consider the polynomial
W := xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1x
b
n+1. (3.1)
Then,
w+ := Wn+1 = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1 (3.2)
is a loop polynomial and
w− := Wn = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 + x1x
b
n+1 (3.3)
is a chain polynomial. In this section we will show that the derived categories of the gauged
Landau-Ginzburg models associated to w+, w− differ by an exceptional collection.
Let (−1)i+n+1di be the determinant of the ith maximal minor of the matrix AW and
ci :=
di
gcd(d1, ..., dn+1)
.
Explicitly in this case,
d1 = (−1)nb;
dj = (−1)j+n+1b
j−1∏
i=1
ai for 2 ≤ j ≤ n; and
dn+1 = a1 · · · an + (−1)n+1.
(3.4)
It is easy to check that the ci determine a diagonal one-parameter subgroup
λ : Gm → ΓW
t 7→ (tc1 , ..., tcn+1, 1).
We define
U+ := A
n+1 \Z(xn+1), U− := An+1 \Z(xn).
Remark 3.1. The ci are the unique (up to sign) relatively prime weights of the xi such that
W is homogeneous of degree zero. We fix our sign convention so that cn+1 is positive and cn
is negative. This ensures that An+1 \Z(I±) ⊆ U±.
Lemma 3.2. There are equivalences of categories
D[X±,W ] ∼= D[U±,ΓW ,W ].
Proof. Since Z(xn+1), Z(xn) are ΓW invariant, the open immersions
i± : U± →֒ An+1 \Z(I±)
are ΓW -equivariant. Hence, by Corollary 2.5, the statement of the lemma reduces to proving
the containments
I+ ⊆
√
∂W, xn+1 and I− ⊆
√
∂W, xn.
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From the partial derivative ∂xnW = x
an−1
n−1 + anx1x
an−1
n x
b
n+1, we see that xn−1 ∈
√
∂W, xn+1
(respectively
√
∂W, xn). For 1 < i < n, we compute ∂xiW = x
ai−1
i−1 + aix
ai−1
i xi+1. Hence,
if xi ∈
√
∂W, xn+1 (respectively
√
∂W, xn) then xi−1 ∈
√
∂W, xn+1 (respectively
√
∂W, xn).
Both containments follow from descending induction. 
Lemma 3.3. The following identity holds.
µ(wT+)− µ(wT−) =
∑
di
Proof. This is a simple calculation plugging in the Milnor numbers carefully from Lemmas 2.9
and 2.10. 
Theorem 3.4. Take the polynomials
w+ := Wn+1 = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1
and
w− := Wn = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 + x1x
b
n+1
for ai ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2.
The following statements hold:
(a) If µ(wT
−
) > µ(wT+), then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[An,Γw−, w−]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Eµ(wT
−
)−µ(wT
+
),D[A
n,Γw+, w+]〉
where each Ej is an exceptional object.
(b) If µ(wT+) = µ(w
T
−
), then we have the equivalence
D[An,Γw+, w+]
∼= D[An,Γw−, w−].
(c) If µ(wT+) > µ(w
T
−
), then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[An,Γw+ , w+]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Eµ(wT
+
)−µ(wT
−
),D[A
n,Γw−, w−]〉
where each Ej is an exceptional object.
Proof. We have a sequence of equivalences using Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2:
D[An,Γw+, w+]
∼= D[U+,ΓW ,W ] ∼= D[X+,W ];
D[An,Γw−, w−]
∼= D[U−,ΓW ,W ] ∼= D[X−,W ].
We then apply [BFK19, Theorem 3.5.2] to get
(a) If
∑
i ci < 0, then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[X−,W ] ∼= 〈E1, . . . , Et,D[X+,W ]〉,
(b) If
∑
i ci = 0 then we have the equivalence
D[X−,W ] ∼= D[X+,W ], and
(c) If
∑
i ci > 0, then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[X+,W ] ∼= 〈E1, . . . , Et,D[X−,W ]〉,
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where each Ej is an exceptional object (explained below). These correspond to the cases of
the theorem by Lemma 3.3.
To clarify the appearance of exceptional objects, notice that all the ci are non-zero. Hence,
the fixed locus of λ is just the origin. Let χn+1 be the character of ΓW/λ induced by χn+1. By
[BFK19, Remark 4.2.3] the orthogonal components are all equivalent to D[Spec(C),ΓW/λ, 0]
where 0 is a section of O(χn+1). This category has an exceptional collection by Lemma 2.6
of length | kerχn+1|.
Now, let us calculate t. In the statement of [BFK19, Theorem 3.5.2], the category
D[Spec(C),ΓW/λ, 0] occurs |
∑
ci| times. Hence t = | kerχn+1||
∑
ci|. By the snake lemma,
Hom(kerχn+1,Gm) is isomorphic to the torsion subgroup of the cokernel of AW . Since the
di are the determinants of the maximal minors of this matrix, | kerχn+1| = gcd(d1, ..., dn+1).
Hence, t = | kerχn+1||
∑
ci| = |
∑
di| which equals |µ(wT+)− µ(wT−)| by Lemma 3.3. 
We now compute the difference of the Milnor numbers to apply Theorem 3.4.
Lemma 3.5. If b ≤ an, then µ(wT+)− µ(wT−) > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it is equivalent to prove that the sum of the di is positive. If n is
even, then, since ak ≥ 2 for all k, we have
n+1∑
i=1
di = (a1 · · · an − 1) + b+
(
n∑
j=1
(−1)j+1b
j−1∏
i=1
ai
)
− a1 · · · an−1b
≥ (b− 1) +
(
n∑
j=1
(−1)j+1b
j−1∏
i=1
ai
)
= (b− 1) +
n/2−1∑
k=1
(a2k − 1)a1 · · · a2k−1b
> 0.
(3.5)
If n is odd, then we have
n+1∑
i=1
di = (a1 · · · an + 1) +−b+
(
n∑
j=1
(−1)jb
j−1∏
i=1
ai
)
− a1 · · · an−1b
≥ 1− b+
(
n∑
j=1
(−1)jb
j−1∏
i=1
ai
)
= 1 + b(a1 − 1) +
(n−1)/2∑
k=2
(a2k−1 − 1)a1 · · · a2k−2b
> 0.
(3.6)

Corollary 3.6. If b ≤ an and D[An,Γw−, w−] has a full exceptional collection of length
µ(wT
−
), then D[An,Γw+, w+] has a full exceptional collection of length µ(w
T
+).
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5, we can apply Theorem 3.4(c). The result follows immediately.

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3.3. Exceptional Collections for Chain Polynomials. In this subsection, we argue that
the derived category of a chain polynomial admits a full exceptional collection. We omit most
of the details as the proof is nearly identical to the one appearing in the previous section.
Moreover, this result already appeared recently [HO18, Corollary 1.6]. Nevertheless, we
provide the reader with the appropriate changes for a self-contained treatment of the entire
result using just VGIT and the Thom-Sebastiani formula for gauged LG models.
For any b ≥ 2, consider the polynomial
W := xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x
b
n+1. (3.7)
Then
w+ :=Wn+1 = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n (3.8)
is a chain polynomial of length n and
w− := Wn = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 + x
b
n+1. (3.9)
is a Thom-Sebastiani sum of a chain polynomial of length n− 1 and a Fermat polynomial.
Again, we consider the diagonal one-parameter subgroup of ΓW defined as the image of
the map
λ : Gm → ΓW
t 7→ (tc1, ..., tcn+1, 1)
where, again, the (−1)i+n+1ci are the determinants of the full rank minors of AW divided by
their greatest common divisor. Explicitly,
dj = (−1)n+j−1b
j−1∏
i=1
ai, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
dn+1 = a1 · · ·an,
cj =
dj
gcd(d1, ..., dn+1)
.
(3.10)
We define
U+ := A
n+1 \Z(xn+1) and U− := An+1 \Z(xn),
I+ = 〈xn+1, xj | j 6≡ n (mod 2)〉, and
I− = 〈xj | j ≡ n (mod 2)〉.
Lemma 3.7. There are equivalences of categories
D[X±,W ] ∼= D[U±,ΓW ,W ].
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 3.2. The only difference is the com-
putation of ∂xnW ; however, the conclusion that xn−1 ∈
√
∂W, xn+1 (respectively
√
∂W, xn)
still holds. 
Lemma 3.8. The following identity holds.
µ(wT+)− µ(wT−) =
∑
di
Proof. Again, this is a simple calculation using Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10. 
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Theorem 3.9. Take the polynomials
w+ := Wn+1 = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1
and
w− := Wn = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 + x1x
b
n+1
for ai ≥ 2 and b ≥ 2. The following statements hold:
(a) If µ(wT+) < µ(w
T
−
), then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[An,Γw−, w−]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Eµ(wT
−
)−µ(wT
+
),D[A
n,Γw+, w+]〉
where each Ej is an exceptional object.
(b) If µ(wT+) = µ(w
T
−
), then we have the equivalence
D[An,Γw+, w+]
∼= D[An,Γw−, w−].
(c) If µ(wT+) > µ(w
T
−
), then we have a semi-orthogonal decomposition
D[An,Γw+ , w+]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Eµ(wT
+
)−µ(wT
−
),D[A
n,Γw−, w−]〉
where each Ej is an exceptional object.
Proof. The proof is verbatim as in Theorem 3.4 using Lemma 3.7 instead of Lemma 3.2 and
Lemma 3.8 instead of Lemma 3.3. 
Again, we compute the sign of difference of the Milnor numbers to apply the theorem.
Lemma 3.10. If b ≤ an, then µ(wT+)− µ(wT−) ≥ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.8, it is equivalent to show that
∑
i di ≥ 0. If n is odd, then we have that
n+1∑
i=1
di = (an − b)a1 · · · an−1 +
(n−1)/2∑
k=1
(a2k−1 − 1)a1 · · ·a2k−2 ≥ 0.
If n is even, then we have that
n+1∑
i=1
di = (an − b)a1 · · · an−1 +
(n−2)/2∑
k=1
(a2k − 1)a1 · · · a2k−1
+ 1 > 0.

We now reprove Corollary 1.6 of [HO18].
Corollary 3.11. Let wchain = x
a1
1 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n be a chain polynomial of
length n with ai ≥ 2. Then D[An,Γwchain, wchain] has a full exceptional collection of length
µ(wchain).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The base case n = 1 is contained in §3.1.
Now let n > 1 and choose b ≤ an. Consider the polynomials W , w+ and w− as
above. The polynomial w− is the Thom-Sebastiani sum of two polynomials x
b
n+1 and
xa11 + . . . x
an−2
n−2 xn−1 + x
an−1
n−1 , hence, by the induction hypothesis, Lemma 2.8, and Corol-
lary 2.40 of [BFK14b], the derived category D[An,Γw−, w−] has an exceptional collection of
length µ(wT
−
). By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10, the inequality µ(wT+) ≥ µ(wT−) holds. Apply case
(b) or (c) of Theorem 3.9 to see that
D[An,Γw+, w+]
∼= 〈E1, . . . , Eµ(wT
+
)−µ(wT
−
),D[A
n,Γw−, w−]〉,
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hence D[An,Γw+, w+] has a semi-orthogonal decomposition of objects which have an excep-
tional collection, hence it has an exceptional collection. 
3.4. The Gorenstein Case.
Definition 3.12. Let w, v be invertible polynomials. We say that w, v are related by a
Kreuzer-Skarke cleave if they have the same Milnor number and Aw, Av differ by only
one column.
Corollary 3.13. Suppose w, v are related by a sequence of Kreuzer-Skarke cleaves. Then
there is an equivalence of categories
D[An,Γw, w] ∼= D[An,Γv, v].
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3.4 and 3.9. 
Lemma 3.14. Let w be an invertible polynomial whose dual polynomial wT is quasihomo-
geneous with weights ri and degree d
T . Assume ri divides d
T for all i. Then w is related to∑
x
dT /ri
i by a sequence of Kreuzer-Skarke cleaves.
Proof. The proof is the same for the setups in §3.2 and §3.3, so we prove them simultaneously.
First, note that by Cramer’s rule dn+1 = detA and dj = −b detA(A−1)jn for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Furthermore, the weights ri of the dual polynomial w
T are obtained by the formula ri =∑n
j=1(A
−1)jid
T . We see that
n∑
i=0
dj = detA
(
1−
n∑
j=1
b(A−1)jn
)
= detA
(
1− brn
dT
)
.
If we take b = dT/rn, we have that
∑n
i=0 di = 0, hence
∑n
i=0 ci = 0.
If we start with a loop, we use the setup in §3.2 to obtain a chain. If we have a chain of
length n, we use the setup in §3.3 to get the Thom-Sebastiani sum chain of length n− 1 and
a Fermat polynomial. Since ri divides d for all i, we can iterate the process, ending with a
Fermat polynomial. 
Corollary 3.15. Let w be an invertible polynomial. Assume that the dual polynomial wT
has weights ri such that ri divides the degree d
T . Then, there is an equivalence of categories.
D[An,Γw, w] ∼= D[An,Γ∑
x
dT /ri
i
,
∑
x
dT /ri
i ].
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.13 and Lemma 3.14. 
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that the Kreuzer-Skarke classification [KS92] states that an
invertible polynomial is the Thom-Sebastiani sum of the following types of polynomials:
(A) Fermat type: w = xr,
(B) Chain type: w = xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n , and
(C) Loop type: w = xa11 x2 + x
a2
2 x3 + . . .+ x
an−1
n−1 xn + x
an
n x1.
By Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.40 of [BFK14b], the statement of the corollary reduces to
proving that D[An,Γw, w] has a full exceptional collection for any of the cases above (without
taking a Thom-Sebastiani sum). The Fermat type case is proven in [Orl09, Corollary 2.9] or
in §3.1. The chain case is proven in [HO18, Corollary 1.6] or Corollary 3.11. The loop case
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is then deduced from applying Corollary 3.6. The special case where we get a tilting object
follows from Corollary 3.15. 
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